Summary / highlights from the TSC Meeting 4/22/20

- EdgeX is officially in Freeze period for the Geneva release. There are some outstanding items being worked, but otherwise all development on the master branch is prohibited until the release is out (with exception of bug fixes). Below are the work items still ongoing:
  - James – Underlying global libraries working with LF infra
  - Andre - Redis security work
  - Anthony - go-mod-messaging and mongo deprecation work
  - Tony - Snap runtime artifact work/packaging
  - Lenny was also wrestling a breaking-bug which may require some additional changes

- All teams are currently providing feedback on what is in/out of the release. Jim and Lisa are working on release notes. WG leads and others are encouraged to provide feedback.
  - Current draft release notes are located here.

- Question was raised if Kuiper could operate with MQTT (vs 0MQ). Jim/Mike/Lenny to verify with Kuiper team.

- Kuiper or any other rules engine will not work with array of types yet. This will be deferred to Hanoi (and added to the Hanoi planning item list).

- There will likely be a device services and app services release shortly after Geneva release.

- Decision made to release device-bluetooth-c after release freeze.

- A couple blackbox tests are failing – just a few – that need to be tracked to completion of the release.

- First of the backward compatible tests have been completed.

- Robin Chantergee (IOTech) is unable to fulfill duties as the EdgeX TestQA chair. Andy Foster (IOTech), former TestQA chair, has stepped up and volunteered to take on Robin’s role for the remainder of his term. TSC approval votes from Keith, Henry, James, Michael, Trevor, Tony, Joe, Rodney, Mike and Iain makes Andy the new TestQA chair.

- CLI to not go into Geneva release and discussion will occur at the end of this week for recommendation of the TSC at the Hanoi planning meeting.

- Topcoder challenge (virtual hackathon) has 20 projects submitting final papers. Results to be judged ~ Apr 20th with results announced soon thereafter.

- China project has a meetup (virtual) occurring April 24th.

- There is a Japan EdgeX meetup on May 12th (again virtual).

- EdgeX Award Nominees voting closes at the noon hour today. Winners will be announced during the Hanoi Planning Conference.

- Workgroups are encouraged to cancel their meetings next week due to Hanoi Planning Conference.

- Jim introduced an EdgeX Org 2.0 plan that will be discussed at the Hanoi Planning Conference. TSC members are encouraged to have a look at the planning conference deck for details.

- Keith updated everyone that booth openings for IoT SWC are available. A go/no go decision will be made on the event around the beginning of September.

- Keith has proposed that the fall TSC Face-to-face meeting be held in Intel China facility at their invitation. To be discussed next week.

- Planning around Hanoi Planning Conference is complete.
Please register (even those that previously registered for F2F) at https://events.linuxfoundation.org/edgex-foundry-hanoi-release-planning-conference-spring.

Wiki page has detailed agenda deck